As health care information proliferates on the web, the content quality is varied and difficult to assess, partially due to the large volume and the dynamicity. This paper reports an automated approach in which the quality of depression treatment web pages is assessed according to evidence-based depression treatment guidelines. A supervised machine learning technique, specifically Naive Bayes classification, is used to identify the sentences that are consistent with the guidelines. The quality score of a depression treatment web page is the number of unique evidence-based guidelines covered in this page. Significant Pearson correlation (p<.001) was found between the quality rating results by the machine learning approach and the results by human raters on 31 depression treatment web pages in this case study. The semantic-based, machine learning quality rating method is promising and it may lead to an efficient and effective quality assessment mechanism for health care information on the Web. . doi:10.9776/14065 Copyright: Copyright is held by the authors. Acknowledgements: We thank Maggie Chu and Chunli Men who provided evidence-based quality rating on the training and testing web pages. We would also like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their valuable comments.
Introduction
The last decade has witnessed a dramatic expansion in the amount of publicly available health care information on the World Wide Web, and the use of web health care information has become popular among both health care professionals and patients. Pew Institutes national surveys since 2003 show that over 80% of online users in the United States look for advice or information about health or health care (Pew Internet and American Life Project, 2003-2011) despite 33% increase in Web users (Internet News, 2003; Internet World Stats, 2012) .
Although online health care information is widely accessed, the quality of health care information on the web is varied in terms of accuracy, coverage and currency (Eysenbach et al. 2002; Kunset et al. 2002; .Surprisingly, information consumers themselves make little effort to verify the information Köhler, 2004, Pew Internet and American Life Project, 2006) . Misinformation on the web could cause and indeed has caused life-threatening accidents (Crocco et al, 2002; Kiley, 2002) . Because of the potential harm that may be caused by inaccurate information, the quality assessment of health care information on the web stays a common interest of various health care information stakeholders, including e-health policy makers, information providers/consumers, and information search service providers.
The large amount of health care information on the web can easily overwhelm the capacity of any manual evaluation system. Automated quality assessment mechanism is therefore in need. In particular, we are interested in quality assessment based on evidence-based health care guidelines. Evidence-based medicine has been advocated in health care since the original model was presented in the Journal of the American Medical Association (EBMWG, 1992) . Many evidence-based clinical practice guidelines have been established under the sponsorship of governmental agencies such as the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ, 2011) in the United States. The guidelines are established based on the systematic review of scientific evidence in health care and medical literature by multi-disciplinary panel including methodologists, medical experts and scientific reviewers.
In this paper, we propose and evaluate a supervised machine learning approach to rate the information quality of health care web pages based on their content. In our approach, quality of health care web pages is assessed through semantically comparing the text content with evidence-based health care practice guidelines. Content accuracy of a web page is assessed through looking for positive matching between the web page content and any of the health care guidelines; the content coverage is assessed by identifying the number of guidelines covered by this web page. According to a systematic review (Eysenbach et al., 2002) based on 79 distinct health information quality evaluation studies, accuracy and coverage are two most commonly used measures for assessing information quality from the content perspective. We have developed two semantic-based quality rating approaches: one is a knowledge engineering based approach, and the other is a supervised learning method. The former is reported elsewhere (Zhang et al., 2013) .We report the latter in this paper. As a case study to proof the concept, the health care guidelines on depression treatment (Appendix C) are used in this research.
This paper is structured as follows. After describing the method, data, and experimental design, we report evaluation results and discuss the results and limitations of the research. A comparison of this work with other web information quality assessment research is then presented. We conclude the paper with plans for future work.
Method
We cast the quality rating problem as a sentence classification problem. If a sentence in a web page is consistent with a depression treatment guideline, it is considered as a match (i.e. "positive") and the quality score of the web page is increased by 1. A Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier is trained to perform the classification on a semantic representation of the sentences. Naïve Bayes Classifier: A NaïveBayes classifier is a supervised classification algorithm. The instance to be classified (i.e., test instances) are represented as a vector of features. The training instances are the vectors with class labels, which in our case are "positive" and "negative". Through a training process, a Naïve Bayes classifier constructs a probabilistic model that can be used to classify new input instances. The training and test instances are sentences from web pages, and each sentence is represented as a set of features (also called "attributes"). When constructing the probability model, a Naïve Bayes classifier assumes that all features are independent of each other given the context of the class (i.e., "conditional independence"). Because of the independence assumption, the parameters for each feature can be learned separately, and this greatly simplifies learning, making the algorithm efficient on large feature spaces. The Naïve Bayes model has many variations. In this study, we used the multivariate Bernoulli event model that is implemented in WEKA (Witten et al., 2011) . The same model has been used for text classification in numerous studies (McCallum & Nigam, 1998; Billsus & Pazzani, 1999; Schneider, 2003; Chen et. al., 2009 ).
Feature Space Construction: Like many other supervised classification applications, selecting the features to represent the instances for Naïve Bayes classifier is arguably the most critical aspect of the algorithm design. Our feature space construction module carries out the following procedure to construct the feature space:
• Semantic tagging of original sentences. This step transforms original sentences to vectors of semantic tags. These semantic tags are candidate features.
• Feature space reduction.
o Remove semantic tags representing numerical values or web URLs (i.e., tags containing "www"), as they are not relevant to quality assessment (See Table 1 Although the semantic representation of a sentence includes three types of data: semantic tags, POS tags, and term positions, this study only uses semantic tags to form the feature space for the Naïve Bayes classifier. Other data will be utilized in future studies to improve classification performance. Next, we describe the semantic tagging and feature dimension reduction in vector space in detail.
Semantic Tagging of Sentences:
A naïve application of NB is often applied on text represented as "bag of words". In this approach, instead of using the original sentences, a semantic representation of a sentence is created by using three tools, MetaMap API, TaggerClient (v2.4.c) and Lexical Variant Generator (LVG) (McCray et al. 1994; National Library of Medicine, 2009 ). Semantic tagging is carried out after a sentence cleaning process where citation notations and other extra text and symbols are removed.
MetaMap API tags nouns and noun phrases with their matching semantic concepts in UMLS Metathesaurus (UMLS, 2009) . Each successful match comes with a confidence score. For example the nouns "depression" and "depressive illness" are both mapped to a semantic concept "depressive disorder" with a score of 1000. TaggerClient is a part of speech tagger for biomedical domain. LVG is a lemmatization tool. Both are used to control lexical variations and map a word to a preferred synonym. For instance, "ceases" and "cease" both have the preferred synonym "stop".
As MetaMap API focuses on medical concepts expressed as nouns and noun phrases, TaggerClient and LVG are used in addition to control the lexical variations of verbs, adjective, adverbs, and the nouns that are not tagged by MetaMap API. LVG tags of other word groups such as articles, prepositions, etc. are relatively less useful for shallow semantic analysis purposes and hence are ignored in this study. In addition, when a noun or noun phrase has both a MetaMap tag and a LVG tag, the MetaMap tag is taken only when the confidence score is greater than 850 (set empirically); otherwise, the LVG tag is taken as the semantic tag. After semantic tagging, a sentence can be transformed from its original textual representation to a vector of semantic tags.
Feature Dimension Reduction in a Vector Space: We observe that a depression treatment web page may discuss other aspects of depression, for example, causes, self-diagnosis, research groups, or useful resources. Features associated with these aspects are less useful for identifying positive sentences. Further, due to the content variations across web pages, these features also more likely to have a value of 0 in many sentence vectors, making these features also less useful for identifying negative sentences. Removing these dimensions would address the sparse feature space problem, improve parameter estimation in Naïve Bayes classifiers (Kim et. al., 2005) , and reduce computational cost.
The goal of feature dimension reduction is to identify and remove these less useful features. This is achieved through the following measures: a) Project vectors of training instances onto a multi-dimensional vector space. The number of dimensions of the vector space is determined by the number of unique semantic tags in all the sentence vectors after the removal of numerical and web URL tags. b) For each sentence vector, measure its cosine similarity with all positive training instances, and take the maximal similarity as the score for this vector. c) Sentence vectors with a similarity score greater than 0.5 (threshold set empirically) are selected to form a reference group. Features with a value of 0 across all vectors in the reference group are removed.
Feature space reduction is effective. For depression treatment guideline #1, the dimension size was reduced from 3963to 635. A manual review of these removed dimensions confirmed that their corresponding semantic concepts are semantically unrelated to depression treatment. Some typical examples of these concepts are cancer, clinic, university, etc.
Quality Score of Web Pages:
A Naïve Bayes classifier is trained for each depression treatment guideline using the corresponding training examples. The training instances take the form of vectors of semantic tags. The number of trained classifiers equals the number of the guidelines. The trained classifiers are then applied on each of the test instances one by one. Test instances are in the same format as the training example, except that test instances do not have class labels. The classifiers will classify the test instance as either Positive or Negative. If it is positive, the webpage containing the sentence scores one. The quality score for any webpage ranges from 0 to the number of guidelines. Figure 1 shows the logic flow of the system. 
Data
The corpus for this study comprised a total of 201 web pages on the topic of depression treatment (Appendix A). The sample data were obtained from multiple sources ( Training and test data: Two human raters were hired to identify positive and negative sentences in the 201 web pages. In addition, they were required to highlight in the positive sentences the key phrases that lead them to a positive identification. A five-hour rating workshop was held for the human raters to learn the evidence-based depression treatment guidelines. The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) between the webpage quality scores assigned by two raters across all guidelines was .990, with the 95% confidence interval between .979 and .995, as measured by the single measure ICC value i.e. ICC (3, 1) . The discrepancies were resolved through discussion between the raters.
The quality of each of the 201 pages was rated by the human raters using the health care guidelines. The score of a page is the number of unique guidelines reflected by the page. The scores ranged from 0 to 8. The 201 web pages were divided into 5 bins (i.e., those with a quality score of 0, 1-2, 3-4, 5-6 or 7-8) . Stratified random sampling was used to select 31 test web pages (2677 sentences in total). The remaining170 pages were used as the training set.
Depression Treatment Guidelines 1, 6 and 12-B:
This research used a subset of the 20-item evidencebased depression treatment guidelines used in . Appendix C lists these guidelines. When a guideline contains multiple semantic propositions, it is necessary to split it into multiple guidelines. For instance, the guideline #12 "abrupt cessation of antidepressant can cause discontinuation syndrome and that antidepressants should not be stopped suddenly" says a) Antidepressant should not be stopped suddenly. b) Abrupt cessation of antidepressant can cause discontinuation syndrome.
Since it is possible for only one of the two points to be mentioned in a sentence, guidelines like this can potentially cause discrepancy among human raters when creating training examples and reviewing test results. To avoid this problem, guideline #12 was split into guideline 12-A and 12-B.
Due to the skewed distribution of the guidelines in the corpus, some guidelines (e.g. #18, 19) end up with too few positive examples (n < 5) for training the Naïve Bayes classifier. However, we were able to select three guidelines, #1, 6, and 12-B, of varied semantic complexity to test the proposed approach. These guidelines have minimum 50 positive training examples found by human raters from different web pages, so the positive data set size is reasonably large for training classifier.
Results
After the Naïve Bayer classifiers were trained with the 170 web pages, they were used to classify the 2677 sentences in the 31 test pages. In this section, we report the classifiers' sentence classification performances, as well as the web page quality rating performance. Table 3 lists the performance of the machine learning approach for each individual guideline as measured by precision, recall, and accuracy. The following equations are used for calculating these measures.
TP stands for the number of true positive (cases) identified by classifier; FP stands for false positives identified by classifier; FN stands for false negatives identified by classifier; and TN stands for true negatives identified by classifier. Note: The quality score was assigned based on guideline #1, #6, and #12-B only. * The quality score difference = quality score via machine learning -quality score via human rating. Table 4 : Quality score assigned to testing web pages for guideline #1, #6, and #12-B
The quality scores generated by the machine learning approach using guidelines#1, 6 and 12-B are listed in Table 4 . The quality scores range from 0 to 3 (i.e., a page may match 0 to 3 guidelines), and a total of 55 occurrences of the guidelines were identified from the 31 test pages. Figure 2 shows the overlap between the machine learning results and human rating results. The linear correlation between machine learning based quality scores and the evidence-based human rating quality scores was high and statistically significant (r = 0.841, r2 = 0.707, p < .001, n = 31, see Figure 3 ). 
Discussion
The sentence classification results (Table 3) show that for all three guidelines, the recalls are above 84%. This suggests that the machine learning approach can effectively identify the sentences reflecting these guidelines, despite the variations in natural language guideline expressions. Fairly complex sentences such as those presented in Figure 4 were correctly identified as positive in different test pages. These cases demonstrate that the machine learning system is able to successfully map text expressions to semantic concepts, including "SSRI" -"antidepressant", "treating" -"treat", and "depression" -"major depressive disorder". In addition, these examples include two different ways for expressing the meaning of guideline #6. One says directly that side effects "vary" depending on antidepressants; the other one indicates variation by a discussion of "fewer/more" side effects between antidepressants. In both cases, the machine learning approach successfully identified that the sentences are in concordance with the rating guideline #6.
The Relationship between Machine Learning Rating
While all the guideline occurrences identified by human raters were successfully identified by the machine learning approach, the machine learning approach identified 11 false positive occurrences ( Figure  2 ). False positive errors may occur when the semantics of a text segment is taken for the entire sentence. Because the sentence contains "your response to certain antidepressant", the classifier mistakenly classified the sentence in Figure 5 as a match for guideline no. 1. This partially explains the low precision.
Another limitation of the current implementation is that it uses individual sentences as the processing unit. Because of this, guidelines that are expressed across multiple sentences or as part of a bullet list in a web page are challenging to the Naïve Bayes classifiers. Although these cases did not occur in this experiment we acknowledge that they can lead to false negative results. The low precision and imperfect recall of sentence classification did not seem to have greatly affected the page rating performance. This is because a single guideline is commonly paraphrased more than once in a web page. So, suppose the machine identified five sentences as a positive instance of a guideline, as long as one of them is a true criterion, the impact of false positives would not been reflected in the machine-assigned quality rating score. Table 4 shows that for 21 of the 31 pages (67.7%) the machine learning quality scores and the human rating quality scores were identical. In 9 pages (29.0%) the machine learning quality scores were one higher than the human rating quality scores. For one page (3.2%) the difference between the machine learning and human rating quality scores was greater than one (2 in test page #28). The high linear correlation between human and machine ratings suggests that the proposed approach has the potential to evaluate the quality of online health care information (Figure 3 ).
Literature Review
Much research has been done studying quality dimensions of web health care information (e.g. Bopp & Smith, 2000) , establishing quality rating codes and indicators (e.g. Eysenbach et al., 2002; Griffiths & Christensen, 2002; URAC, 2007) , and exploring automated rating mechanisms Hawking et al., 2007; Wang & Liu, 2007) .
Earlier studies explored using accountability metadata of web pages such as web page authorship, site sponsorship, and disclosure of editorial board of web site as quality indicators(e.g. Chen et al., 2000; Smith, 2002; Barnes et al., 2009, etc.) . This type of indicators asks the questions of how the information was presented or what meta-information was provided (Eysenbach et al., 2002) . The correlation between information quality and web site/document linkage patterns such as hyperlinks (e.g. in-link counts to a website and Google's page rank of site home page) has also been explored (e.g. Frické et al., 2005; .These quality indicators seem to be domain independent; however, researchers have found that the association between these indicators and the content quality of web health care information is inconsistent in different health care subjects, putting the validity and reliability of these non-content based indicators in question (e.g. Frické & Fallis, 2002; Frické et al., 2005; .The major difference between our work from these studies is that our approach assesses the quality of information content directly and not through secondary attributes such as the disclosure of authorship and domains. The content-based quality rating fills the gap in information quality assessment and complements other rating criteria nicely.
The work reported here was inspired by Griffiths and Christensen (2002) , where the authors adopted a set of evidence-based depression treatment rules published by the Centre for Evidence-based Mental Health at Oxford (CEBMH, 1998) as the quality rating standard in their study. In their study, human raters used this standard to rate the quality of depression websites. The quality of a website was measured by the number of different treatment rules reflected in the website content. The greater the number, the higher the quality score a site was assigned. Griffiths and Christensen (2002) suggested that the rating scores generated using evidence-based treatment guidelines were highly correlated (r=0.96, p<.001) with the quality scores of subjective rating completed by health professionals (Griffiths & Christensen, 2002) .Using the same set of guidelines, proposed an automated (website) quality rating approach based on information retrieval techniques.
Our work differs from in that 1) our quality rating is implemented based on matching text semantics while theirs is on keyword distribution and 2) our analysis is conducted at sentence level with a finer granularity than web document level. Because of the use of semantics, our approach is able to identify specific health care guidelines as presented in a web page. Consequently, the quality scores assigned to web pages can not only support ranking, but also justify the scoring results in a user understandable manner. In addition to quality score, it is also important that the clear indication of which exact health care guidelines are presented in web pages can be extra assistance for information consumers. They can select their reading based on not only quality score, but also the extent to which that the web page content fit the users' individual information need (e.g. focusing on medication treatment instead of psychotherapy) and knowledge background. Looking into the future, the semantic information extracted can contribute to the Linked Data clouds and the Semantic Web.
Conclusion and Future Research
We reported a prototype Naïve Bayes based machine learning system that rates the quality of health care web pages according to the evidence-based health care guidelines. As a proof of concept, we used depression treatment for a case study.
Our experimental results suggest that the semantics-based quality rating approach can produce quality score results comparable to human rating results. This is achieved by having computer programs to conduct shallow semantic analysis on each sentence in depression treatment web pages, and then use the semantic tags of training sentences to develop classifiers' capability to identify the sentences that are in concordance with the health care guidelines. The identification of guideline-conforming sentences is treated as a binary classification problem. The classification and page rating performances (Tables 3 and 4, Figure  3 ) attest to the effectiveness of the automatic quality rating approach.
There are some limitations of this study. First, the automated quality rating system is tested for only 3 of the 20 guidelines for the evidence-based depression treatment. It would be interesting to testify the performance of the semantics-based approach by using more guidelines for quality rating. Secondly, due to the limit of research resources, the size of training and testing data set is relatively small to allow the study on this prototype system controllable. A wider scope of dataset, ideally also including other health care subjects, would further help proving the generalizability of the semantics-based approach. Additionally, the classifier performance can be evaluated with a more robust method such as cross-validation.
In the future, other than overcoming the above limitations, we will further improve the sentence classification performance, especially for the low precision. Some sensitivity analysis can be done for optimizing trade-off between precision and recall. In the health care quality rating context, a practical classifier probably need to be designed to be more conservative as false positives may cause worse consequence than false positives, e.g. leading someone to trust a low quality web page. In future design, the classifiers do not necessarily take the semantic components only into account, but also apply some constraints to screen out negative cases. For example, adding proximity constraints between a pair of semantic tags and taking into consideration of negations in those anti-guideline cases. These may be added to the feature space of the classifiers or used in other ways to reduce false positives. We will also work to identify statements that contradict with approved health care guidelines. -portal pages which do not have their own content, but just hyperlinks referring to other relevant pages. (e.g. URL menus/categories, list of search returns from search engines) -pages which have article titles or bibliographic information only -home pages of business or organizations (e.g. medical center or depression clinic) -pages too long for human rating (e.g. online books or chapters) ---they were filtered out due to the consideration of human rating expense. -advertisement pages which do not really provide depression treatment content, such as Amazon book advertisement -academic articles which are targeted for professional audience instead of public online users ---due to academic complexity, some very specific research questions and terminologies can make the articles not quite understandable for most common users and human raters to conduct rating.
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Appendix C: Evidence-based Depression Treatment Guidelines
Evidence-based Depression Treatment Guidelines Used in Evidence-Based Rating Scale for Human Raters (Copied from ))
The evidence-based rating scale was developed from statements in the treatment section of A systematic guide for the management of depression in primary care published by the Centre for Evidence-based mental health, Oxford (CEBMH, 1998).
